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config key for cephadm hosts doesn't have values for all network interfaces present in the host.
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Description

with cephadm, it stores key-value for each host that are part of the cluster.

For ex:

ceph config-key ls | grep mgr/cephadm/host

"mgr/cephadm/host.test-01",

"mgr/cephadm/host.test-02",

"mgr/cephadm/host.test-03",

"mgr/cephadm/host.test-04",

"mgr/cephadm/host.test-05",

These keys stores values of all daemons running on that host along with networks_and_interfaces. For some reason it doesn't store

subnet details of other interfaces apart from docker bridge and mon subnet.

ceph config-key get mgr/cephadm/host.test-01| jq .networks_and_interfaces {

"X.X.X.X/X": {

"eno5": [

"X.X.X.X"

]

},

"X.X.X.X/X": {

"docker0": [

"X.X.X.X"

]

},

"****::/**": {

"eno6": [

"XXXX::XXXX:XXXX:XXXX:XXXX"

],

"eno5": [

"XXXX::XXXX:XXXX:XXXX:XXXX"

],

"eno6.vlanX": [

"XXXX::XXXX:XXXX:XXXX:XXXX"

],

"eno5.vlanY": [

"XXXX::XXXX:XXXX:XXXX:XXXX"

]

}

}

We have different IPs configured on eno5, eno5.vlanY, eno6.X, but value of these are not discovered and stored in the following key

mgr/cephadm/host.test-XX
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Due to this, when we try to deploy rgws with spec file defining different network (that could be part of eno5.vlanY or eno6.vlanX) it

fails to find IP address to bind.

Reference cephadm log -

cephadm [DBG] Skipping test-01 with no IP in network(s) ['X.X.X.X/X']

This is because the scheduler script used by the cephadm is trying to get the subnet values for iface and iface_ips from the following

code - https://github.com/ceph/ceph/blob/pacific/src/pybind/mgr/cephadm/schedule.py#L362

History

#1 - 11/23/2022 08:17 AM - Prajwal Kabbinale

Affected version: v16.2.10

#2 - 11/23/2022 10:24 AM - Prajwal Kabbinale

same problem is observed in v17.2.5 as well

#3 - 11/24/2022 02:44 PM - Prajwal Kabbinale

Raised following PR - https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/49043

#4 - 11/29/2022 06:33 PM - Casey Bodley

- Project changed from rgw to Orchestrator

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

- Pull request ID set to 49043

#5 - 02/13/2023 11:31 AM - Ilya Dryomov

- Target version deleted (v16.2.11)
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